
ATF Type IV

Furnishing the information contained herein does not constitute a representation by Sigma Oil Industries Limited that any 
product of process is free from patent infringement claims of any third party nor does it constitute the granting of a license 
under any patent of Sigma Oil Industrues Limited or any third party. Sigma Oil Industries Limited assumes no liability for any 
infringment which might arise out of the use of the product. The information and suggestions to use and application present-
ed herein represent the best information available to us and are belived to be reliable. They should not however be considered 
as controling suggestions and users urged to conduct confirmatory test to determine final suitablity for their specific end 
usage. Sigma Oil Industries Limited warranties only that it’s products meet the specification which is set for them and special-
ly DISCLAIMS ALL OTHER WARRANTIES relating to the products and the application thereof EXPRESS or IMPLIED including 
but not limited to warranties of MERCHANTABILITY and FITNESS. 

ATF Type IV is a premium quality transmission oil made from fully synthetic base oil with 
special additives package. It is the latest output of lubricating technology. It contains 
anti-oxidants, anti-wear, detergents, high pour point and improved low temperature
fluidity. Good frictional characteristics and wear  protection of this fluid help to provide 
maximum cold temperature performance, excellent friction retention, and smooth shifting. 
This fluid provides unique advantages in long term friction retention and air release
properties.

It is suitable for automatic transmissions in passenger cars and light duty trucks and power 
steering unit. It is also suitable for hydraulic systems in farm equipment and other
installations having similar fluid requirements.

Superior oxidation stability.
Low maintenance cost through better performance.
Smoother shifting performance under severe conditions.
All year-round usability.
Excellent anti-wear and anti-rust properties.
Meets requirements for foam protection.
Helps protect against metal-to-metal friction.
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Appearance

Color

Density at 30°C gm/ml

Kinematic Viscosity @ 40°C

Kinematic Viscosity @ 100°C

Viscosity Index

Flash Point °C

Pour Point °C

ASTM D 4176

ASTM D 1500

ASTM D 4052

ASTM D 445

ASTM D 445

ASTM D 2270

ASTM D 92

ASTM D 97

B & C

Red

0.853

34.7

7.2

144

212

-25


